To comply with the business, I sent him aware, that he had given him his present already, more than he had given to any dower; that we were not in any fault, it would pay him none, schutter, he came from the battle, bringing five guns, in the way of mine, all the house and my 8 children, if he did not pay it, the broker being satisfied, paid him the money, declaring with all stress his oath, and not the least of length, the Guner being presente acquainted, that he had done; believing of 2 of the clock at night, recall all his bandiers, return all the arms & the trumpets throw the house faire, the next morning, the President sente Mr. Gray with the rest of the Company to a distant, the eminent merchants of the town, to declare to him the force it was put upon us, showing the letter, to the President quite, Gouerny's withal gave them to understand, that as we rode in no fault; so if any fault did ensue thereupon they must not blame us, the merchants did all these things to.